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Mads Fischer

CEO, Euro-Center Holding SE

Ending the year on a
high
Euro-Center’s annual General Manager Conference
took place last month. This was yet again an exciting week, full of brainstorming, strategy discussions,
business development and operational optimisation.

Left back: Aline Estrella (ECSÃO), Graciela Ayllon (ECMAD), Ronald Groenendijk (ECNY), Ayce Birercin (ECIST)
Left front: Roland Hohmann (ECBKG), Hanne Smit (ECCT), Bodil Fricke (ECSYD)

I am delighted that we have such a dynamic group of
General Managers and colleagues.
It was also the first GM conference with our new regional manager in Asia, Roland Hohmann; general
manager on Cyprus Maria Coul, and Vladimir Alidis
in his new role as general manager of Euro-Center
Prague and group head of assistance, all bringing
new-thinking.
“New” was particularly our theme this year: Topics
included Euro-Center’s corporate assistance services offering, which went live a few months back, and
which have already gathered external interest. New
technology opportunities with regard to payment
were introduced. Our Uniform Assistance Project
aligning our four 24/7 assistance hubs, was also discussed. And then we could of course jointly congratulate our CFO Irena Žáčková for winning two awards
for best automated payment solutions.
We have chosen to highlight some of these topics in
this newsletter. I hope you enjoy the reading.
We wish you a Merry Christmas and all the best for
2019 .
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Euro-Center Cyprus

Maria Coul

General Manager

Coming from FinTech to Assistance
I started my new position as the General Manager of
Euro-Center Cyprus in June 2018, having worked several years in the FinTech industry.
A fast-paced growth industry where, as Tim Cook
CEO of Apple said, when displaying ApplePay: ‘Would
you like to see it one more time. You may have blinked
and missed it.’ I came to Euro-Center after 10 years+
in FinTech. Specifically this regards payment processing for online businesses in both traditional and
virtual currencies. This was a creative, fast-paced
environment where standing still was not an option.
I enjoyed being part of a new world where traditional
banking is being challenged regularly.
Excited to be joining Euro-Center my expectation
was that I would be focusing on cutting costs, saving
money and getting the best deals possible from our
network providers.
I had a pleasant surprise, whilst cost containment is
utterly important; providing a professional and efficient service to our customers is primary. The overriding satisfaction and redress they receive allows for a

higher sale in policies to new and repeat customers! A
genuine concern to give the best assistance possible
to those who are in need of our expert knowledge and
help. I am yet to gain that expert knowledge!
The co-operation between the various Euro-Centers
inspires me daily, the professionalism of our network
providers, and the personal thanks we receive from
policyholders that we have helped either in a large or
small way.
Does FinTech have anything that could
be useful for Assistance?

I think it has. In time, blockchain could be a major advantage in the assistance industry. Blockchain allows
for secure data recording and sharing via the generation of proof of data integrity via datestamp. As there
is more and more information available on individuals, along with greater data protection (GDPR) then
blockchain can manage the data securely, whilst all
being held in one place; patient health information,
electronic health records and even data collected
from the IoT (Internet of Things). Blockchain’s real

benefit is that it is decentralised, so there should be
less risk of a data breach. I.e. holding all medical details belonging to an individual securely, which can
only be accessed via an algorithm that is changed
each time the chain is altered.
‘Anything that you can conceive of as a supply chain, –
blockchain can vastly improve its efficiency – it doesn’t
matter if it’s people, numbers, data or money’, said
Ginni Rometty, CEO of IBM. We can only agree.
One of the many articles about how Blockchain
influences the healthcare sector, is available on
this link: https://www.healthworkscollective.com/
how-blockchain-can-evolve-healthcare-system/

Our Russian policyholders in the UAE
Are Russian’s forgoing their vacations in fear of the volatility in the
financial and energy markets? We think not.
The UAE is experiencing year on year increases of Russian tourists. According to Gulf
News 530 000 Russians visited the UAE in 2017. Euro-Center Cyprus have over the
past half year really focused on ensuring there is a good quality medical and logistics
network in place in all the right locations.

being ahead of the curve will allow us to provide first class service in a very competitive market.
Regions that are fast growing away from the centers of Dubai and Abu Dhabi including; Al Fujayrah, Ra’s al Khaymah, Sharjah, Al Ain, Al Shamkha and Al Reem Island.

Many times, Russian’s will need medical assistance in their own language. They prefer to have hotel visits rather than having to visit medical facilities. Understanding
these requirements and building a network to suit is paramount to offering the best
level of assistance.
Another inspection visit to UAE is planned for early 2019, the Middle East region is investing heavily in an alternative revenue to oil; tourism is high on the list. Euro-Center,

Provider network in the UAE:
• 74 medical / logistics facilities identified
• 53 signed for cashless service
• 21 still in negotiation
Dubai, UAE
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Best AP Solution – Overall Winner

Euro-Center Holding’s finance department won two prestigious Treasury Awards in 2018 for best accounts payables solutions. This is the system we use to pay our extensive network of providers in over 50 different currencies, while keeping our clients’ administration simple by only
invoicing them in EUR or USD.
• Overall winner of the prestigious Adam Smith Award 2018: Overall Winner for The Best AP Solution”.
• Winner of the Czech Association of Treasury “Project of the year 2018.
We are very proud of the awards and congratulate Irena on these amazing achievements.
The following article was published in TreasuryToday, the Adam Smith Award, August 2018.

Bank consolidation reduces complexity and opens up process automation opportunities
Company profile

Euro-Center Holding (ECH) is one of the world’s leading medical assistance and claims handling service providers. A subsidiary of the Munich Re Group, ECH
acts as a local gateway to a worldwide service and assistance network for travel insurance and assistance companies, annually processing over 210,000 cases
around the globe.
The challenge

Euro-Center Holding (ECH) services are provided via
subsidiaries/ contractual relationships located in 13
hubs across the globe.
ECH’s annual revenues doubled between 2011 and
2017, with over €100m made in annual payments to
providers in more than 45,000 payment transactions
executed in 55 currencies, including exotic currencies
such as Zambian Kwacha, Samoan Tala and Swaziland
Lilangeni. As a result of growth, an efficient and flexible cash management solution was required. The key
challenges ECH faced included bank relationship management, where cash management was fragmented,
with transactions processed via eight different banks.
Further, with more than 40,000 providers (hospital,
clinics, air ambulance and others) across the globe, ECH
initiates payments in 50+ global currencies.
In some emergency situations, such as covering the
cost of an air-ambulance or in territories where the
use of standard bank transfer is limited, ECH relies on
online commercial card payments. In certain countries this exposed ECH to card fraud due to insufficient
security features. Additionally, standardising and
automating processes related to payment processing initiation, authorisation and reconciliation, while
eliminating risk of fraud, presented a key challenge.
Key benefits
•
Complete end-to-end automation of transaction processing.
•
Reduced employee workload
and administration.
•
Reduced bank account management, accounting and reconciliation costs.
• Lowered bank fees by 30%.
• Secure urgent payments made
online with virtual card solution.

With ECH’s payments executed from 13 hubs across
the globe, 24-7 access to funds for immediate payment initiation is key. Limited access to liquidity could
result in failing to fulfil the obligation to the medical
service provider and in turn put patients at risk. With
no efficient method to ensure full value transfers and
transparent FX and transaction costs, ECH faced further inefficiencies.
The solution

Considering its growth, ECH decided to fundamentally restructure the way its treasury centre operated. In
2015/2016, four banks were assessed and invited to
the tender. Citibank Prague was awarded the contract.
With 13 ECH locations across the globe, all accounts
are now held with Citi in the Czech Republic in single
currency (EUR). All receivables are streamlined into a
single Citi branch, enabling fully automated reconciliation. Disbursements are no longer processed via various bank accounts held in different global locations,
they are also fully centralised in a single location.
Best practice and innovation

ECH reduced the number of relationship banks from
eight to one, allowing ECH to achieve efficiencies by
significantly reducing employee workload and administration related to performing regular third-party due diligence, as well as reducing costs related to
bank account management, accounting and reconciliation. By reducing the number of banks used for claim
payments, ECH lowered its bank fees. Savings of 30%
on costs related to banking services were made in
2017 compared to 2015.
Centralising cross currency payables in 40+ currencies occurs by processing payments via Citi’s platforms, CitiDirect BE® and WordLink® as Cross Border
ACH, Cross Border Wires and Onsite cheques. ECH
minimised transaction costs and replaced its manual
USD cheque issuance process with a fully automated
solution. Complete end-to-end automation of trans-

Biography
Irena Žáčková is a certified auditor and tax advisor. After 10 years in CFO positions
in the Czech petrochemical industry and a petrol station network, she continued as
the country CFO at ABB Czech Republic. Since 2012, she has been the CFO of Euro-Center Holding. The main challenge was relocating the company from Denmark
to the Czech Republic. Her interest in history, awarded her a BA in 2018. She likes
hiking and has four children.

Irena Žáčková, winner video internview
action processing has been made possible via a single
file import from payment initiation, cheque issuance
to reconciliation. Secure urgent payments can be
made online, initiated using Citi’s Virtual Card Accounts (VCA) portal with defined parameters for such
as single or multi use, maximum transaction amount,
validity period or merchant category limit.
ECH has also incorporated into its solution a host of
other benefits, such as efficient liquidity management, full control over costs, access to 130+ currencies, reduced financing and transaction costs, lowered fraud risk and secure online payments via the
VCA solution.
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Vladislav Skop

Commerical Manager

Euro-Center’s New Corporate Assistance Services
We are excited about the go-live of our additional offering: Corporate Assistance Services.
These include, besides our core Medical Assistance services; Security Services,
Remote Onsite Medical Personnel services and Occupational Health Services, offered through strategic partnerships.
Our customers benefit from a single Euro-Center point of access to all and any of
the services. This is essential, as we believe it is essential as there is often extensive
overlap between the services. A central contact ensures a smooth client experience.
Clients do not want to – and should not – be locked into purchasing a whole package
solution when they only require some of the services. Our services are therefore tailor-made. This approach has already been met with considerable interest by current
and prospective clients.
SECURITY SERVICES
Against a backdrop of heightened security concerns and increased travel to
global hot-spots, individuals and companies need comprehensive and effective
security protection. Euro-Center offers global security solutions through close
partnerships with world-renowned security companies based in the UK.
The services include:
• Security and risk monitoring. Reports and alerts are distributed via email or
via app
• Training and security awareness. Onsite and offsite
• Travel tracking. Current and upcoming destination management, optional
live tracking via app
• 24/7 SOS services. Access to advice and assistance from security experts
• Deployment of security resources. Safe housing
• Kidnapping and ransom
• Meet and greet service (bodyguard and armed vehicles)
• Consulting services

• Employee wellness benefit services
• Counselling services and crisis programs
REMOTE ONSITE MEDICAL PERSONNEL SERVICES
We work with vetted partners who have documented local experience. Local
compliance, accreditation and liability is essential when choosing the right partner to service our corporate customer on site.
The combined onsite medical services and Euro-Center’s global assistance and
medical provider services, ensure smooth case handling should more complex off
site medical assistance be required.
The services include:
• Risk assessments and medical emergency response plans
• Pre-deployment and placement of medical personnel
• Provision of equipment and transport solutions (clinics, ambulance, helicopter etc.)
• Local pricing and knowledge
• Local compliance, accreditation and liability
For any queries about these services either as part of your insurance offer, or as parallel service for your corporate clients, please email commercial@euro-center.com.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH SERVICES
Our comprehensive services are designed to mitigate the financial – and human –
costs of occupational health risks.
The services include:
•
•
•
•

Corporate employee medical and health check assessments
Pre-employment, pre-assignment, exit medicals, executive health check-up etc.
Health checks for specialist industry employees
OGUK offshore, seafarers, diving medicine, aviation, food handlers health
checks etc.
• Health surveillance and various health services
• Absence management

Roland Hohmann

Regional General Manager, Asia

Euro-Center Beijing to service
Taiwan as of 2019

After years of political tensions between China and Taiwan, the relations have
improved and it is undeniable that the countries share a common history, culture and language.

Euro-Center’s office in Beijing will therefore as of 1 January 2019 be responsible
for servicing our clients and policy holders in this country. Our network providers in the area will be duly updated.

Today China is Taiwan’s closest trading partner and Chinese tourists amount to
be the largest group by nationality visiting Taiwan.

Euro-Center Bangkok will continue to support the entire Asian region outside
local office hours.
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News from Euro-Center Sydney
Euro-Center Sydney is responsible for Oceania: Australia, New Zealand, the South Pacific, as well as Japan. They are
known for creating cashless solutions in even the most remote locations, and continuously strive for solutions.

Below is a snippet of some of the site inspections performed by EC Sydney in 2018, as well as information on their vaccination programmes.

Bodil Fricke

General Manager, Euro-Center Sydney
Where: Tahiti and Moorea, French
Polynesia
Why: Increased network demand in this
region. Medical facilities re-evaluated to
expand our cashless network.

Where: Canberra, Australia
Why: Increased client activity – several
Embassy groups and additional
network demand. Medical facilities
re-evaluated to increase network reach
across the Capital, including cashless
pharmacy services.

Where: Port Vila, Vanuatu
Why: Growth in number of
policyholders and mosquito borne
claims in this region. Significant
and recent changes in medical and
specialist services available.
Network development: New cashless
agreements with medical and dental
providers were established, we
reviewed and identified Euro-Center
preferred medical providers, as well

Network development: We added
15 new cashless agreements to our
network including hospitals, doctors,
dentists, pharmacies and diagnostic
providers.

Challenges: Seasonal mosquito
borne diseases. Remote location.
English language communication can
be minimal.

Network development: We have
added several new key providers to our
cashless network, as well as a national
agreement covering more than 250
providers in Australia and New Zealand
for cashless optical services – vision
tests and vision hardware, with
significant discounts.

Challenges: Limited specialist
doctor availability. Some patients
opt to travel to Sydney for specialists
consultations. We have solved
communication and language
issues with our two in-house Arabic
speakers at EC Sydney.

French Polynesia – hospital’s
own vegetable garden

Arabic speakers at EC Sydney
(Dr. Banan Albardawil and Mr.
Mena Ibrahim)

as evacuation options. Three Avoid
providers were also identified.
Challenges: Visiting overseas specialist
doctors fluctuate, lack of specialists
care, lack of treatment facilities and
equipment. South Pacific culture
and communication is relaxed. A
number of Ni-Vanuatu doctors attend
medical school in Cuba, education ties
also occurring with China, both can
present language and communication
challenges, also for locals.
Hospital in Vanuatu

From a South Pacific NGO client,
following the site visit to Vanuatu :

Successful vaccination programmes

It was very nice to meet you and get
to know a face with a name. I much
appreciate that you allowed me to
follow you around and get good
information on what is available here
for medical care. It is such a pleasure
to work with someone of your high
calibre and knowledge.

We started our vaccination programmes for
clients in 2015, and have seen year on year
increases in uptake of annual influenza vaccinations across several countries in Oceania.
This year we have arranged over 2 000 vaccinations, with over 1 500 being influenza vaccinations. This is a 33% increase compared to
2017. For the same period we can conclude a
24% decrease of diagnosed influenza claims.
This pattern has also come to the attention of

some of our providers, who have reported a
significant decrease in patient presentations
during the usual southern hemisphere peak
winter season. However, whilst influenza cases seen have been less than 2017, they have
noted that the more serious and life threatening flu cases remain at the same levels.
Euro-Center Sydney also facilitated client
group Polio vaccinations in Papua New Guinea following the outbreak in April 2018.
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